
Date:        Scripture: 
November 5, 2017     Ephesians 4.11-13 

Other Resources:  
Parker Palmer, Let Your Life Speak 
Steve Garber, Visions of Vocation 
Alan Hirsch, The Forgotten Ways 

Beginning the Discussion:  
 This week on Sunday we discussed the gift of Evangelism as Paul lays it out in 
Ephesians 4. All of us probably know a friend, maybe we are the friend, where if they 
tell us we have to go and try something we are bound to put it on our to-do list just for 
the slight possibility that we could experience 1/10 of their enthusiasm toward 
something in our lives. When you hang around this person you actually begin to 
believe that the new Ramen restaurant in town could change a person’s life for the 
better. In the best sense of the word these folks are good salespeople. They are the 
kinds of people who have a way of communicating experiences in a way that draws 
others into to share it. The very idea that something could affect this kind of person 
positively and they wouldn’t immediately think of a way to pass that experience on to 
others would be senseless.  
 For many of us, we hear evangelist and think about guys in three-piece suits on 
the TV, telling people the same phrase over and over again, and always managing to 
get back to telling us how if we just gave $10 more then we would be doing God’s will. 
This is not what Paul is talking about, but evangelists have been given a bad name 
nonetheless. It is not essentially the cornering, pressuring, in-your-face used car 
salesman experience that so many might assume. It is essentially a deep connection 
with the beauty that one has experienced in life and an even deeper conviction that 
they owe it to anyone and everyone to allow them to experience the same beauty. 
Mature evangelists are careful about their words and aware of their audience. The point 
is not their gain, but sharing the kind of news that will be everyone’s gain. 

Questions to Start Reflection: 
1. Consider the story of Paul in Acts 17.22-23. Communicating good news to 

people who hadn’t heard, in language they could make sense of. He utilizes the 
gift of evangelism here. What are the gifts that an evangelist brings to the larger 
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body of Christ as you see it? What are the potential set-backs or blind spots of 
an evangelist-minded person? What would we miss out on as the Body of Christ, 
how would we cease to be the best expression of Christ in the world if 
evangelists didn’t offer their gifts to us? 

2. Where and how do you see Jesus enacting the evangelism gift?  
3. Is there anything you feel like you need to do in light of this conversation? Any 

conversations you need to have? Any ways of thinking, assuming, responding 
that need altered? What is one thing you can do this week to move toward 
these notions?


